Campus activists protest Ferguson decision
BY OLIVIA A INSWORTH
News Staff
On the night of Nov. 24 , students gathered in the Pug h
Center to watch a broadcast of
St. Louis County Prosecuting
Attorney Robert McCuilougn
announcing the grand jury decision to not indict Ferguson
Officer Darren Wilson for the
death of unarmed 18 year-old
Michael Brown. Many students
were stunned and outraged
b y the verdict , and quickl y
planned a campus-wide event
in protest.
Activists came together to
spread the word about the pro test. Groups like the Colby
Brid ge, the Oak Institute for
Human Rig hts, Amnesty International, and Colby Democrats
sent email announcements to
their members; Claudia Aviles
' 15 sent a school-wide "Official
Notice ," and Students Organized
for Black and Hispanic Unity
(SOBHU) sent out invitations to
a Facebook event.
The next day, on Nov. 25 at
11:51 , Colby students , faculty,
and staff joined in Pulver and s
held their hands up in silence for
10 minutes to show their solidarity with Brown 's family and his
supporters in Ferguson , Missouri.
Wilson shot Brown this past
August , which prompted weeks of
protests in Ferguson. After waiting months for the grand jury

decision, many are disappointed
and angry with the choice to free
Wilson from all charges.
Alexis Atkinson '15 described
her reactions from several
SOBHU members: "Many of us
watching slowly began to disperse in and around the Pugh
Center, and that's when certain
troubling conversations began.
SOBHU members, particularl y
our black members, started saying things like, 'The funny thing
is, I dont feel anything because
I am not surprised , no one cares
about us,' 'The saddest thing is, I
can't do anything. There is nothing I can do,' 'I m so afraid because I have a brother/cousin/
friend who could have that happen to them.'"
In response to the grand j u r y
decision , Atkinson decided to
stand in protest even if that
meant doing so alone. After
telling other members of SOBHU of her decision, they all
s p r u ng into action. By 10:45pm
that night , onl y an hour and a
halT after the decision was announced , members of SOBHU
had spread the word to almost
the entire campus.
President of SOBHU Tionna
Haynes ' 15 said, "It took me 30 seconds to process what she said and
respond Alexis, I'm with you!'"
Thoug h the protest
announcement was made only 12
hours before the protest itself
and thoug h many students had
alread y left for Thanksgiving

break , over 50 students and
many faculty and staff members joined SOBHU in solidarity. Music and poetry expressing
how the protestors felt played
while they stood in silence with
their hands up.
Aktinson, after the protest , reflected , "And that was all it took.
One person to say they want to
do something ana another to be
in agreement. That is what really touched me about the whole
demonstration process. So often
as a student I've heard that no

real change can happen at Colby,
but all it took was one student
saying that something needed to
be done and another to agree for
the ball to start rolling."
Local CW News covered the
event and interviewed Haynes.
This coverage brought the pro test to the larger community outside Colby, wnich was one of the
goals of the protest.
Members of the Colby comm u n i t y were inspired by the
support they saw for Michael
Brown and his famil y. Haynes

stated , "Of course peop le could
have been there for different
reasons with varying degrees of
connections to Mike Brown and
the underl y ing issues concerning Ferguson , but in that moment , seeing my fellow Mules
stand with me about something
that is important to me made
me feel strong ly connected to
this community. '
Days after
charges were
dropped , Officer Wilson handed
in his letter of resi gnation from
the Ferguson police.

like browsing than it is like taking
a book out?'
The analysis of library hours,
seating, and gate count was also
a pivotal point in the forum.
Turner stated the predicament
that the Committee has faced:
"We have a very limited space and
that involves a choice [between]
stack space and stud y space," he
said. In comparing these two options, the Committee once again
used statistical data. Colb y has
308,178 books in campus libraries (including Bixler and Olin
Libraries), which is significantl y
less than the average of 580,000
books in the other libraries from
the data packet. Colby also has
more than three times as many
off-campus books than any of the
nine other schools in comparison ,
with nearl y 210,000 in storage
(see grap h.)
In terms of stud y space, Colb y
has the most seating of any school
listed , with 1.158 seats after the
renovations , just above Wellesley 's 1,166 seats. Students in the
forum mentioned their overall
approval of the increased seating.
"Students go to library to stud y
because they're sure they'll find a
seat ," Holl y Hogan '17 said.
The Committee pointed out
that Colby has the closest storage
facility, as our location is technicall y on-campus. Guthro added
that he plans to increase the frequency of retrieval from storage
so that thee will be three trips a
day, seven days a week. Currentl y,
there are three trips every week-

day and one on Sunday.
Regarding library space , the
Committee also discussed reference desks. Every college in the
data comparison had either a
separate reference desk or a combined reference and circulation
desk. Colby, however, onl y has a
circulation desk , which refers students to reference offices.
Professor of English David
Suchoff pointed out that Colby
used to have a reference desk , onl y
to be cut off by Turner, who urged
the forum attendees to focus on
the future instead of looking at
the library 's history. "I oppose
your position that we shouldn't
be concerned about what happens
in the past ," Professor of Classics
Josep h Roisman said. "Yes, I'm a
historian too," Turner replied.
Turner said that , "at this point ,
[a reference desk is] not a feasible
option," estimating that the library would need at least ten new
full-time staff members in order
to run the desk. "That 's not the
purview of the library committee," Guthro said. However, John
J. and Cornelia V. Gibson Professor of History Elizabeth Leonard
asserted its necessity : "I would
say a reference desk is absolutely
part of the future ," she said.
The forum also discussed outreach , as Colby is an outlier in
terms of not having a systematic

library forum compares Miller data to that of other colleges
To continue the open discourse
surrounding the Miller Library
renovations, the Library Committee hosted a forum on Tues.,
Nov. 18. According to a campuswide email announcement from
Professor of History John Turner ,
the purpose of this event was "to
present what [the Committee
had) found out so far and to invite
discussion."
This conversation was the second open forum on the Library,
following an event earlier this
semester in which the Committee addressed opinions on what
Phase III of the renovations
should entail. Both events led to
tense discussion, as passionate
faculty, students , staff and administrators questioned the process
of the first two renovation phases
and requested a re-evaluation of
the library 's progress.
In this forum , the Committee
wanted to brin g more facts and
statistics into the discussion, so it
presented a multitude of data evaluating the College's place among
other hig hly-ranked liberal arts
colleges. The committee examined nine other schools: Williams ,
Amherst , Swarthmore , Wellesley,
Bowdoin , Middlebury, Carleton ,
Haverford , and Davidson to see
how Colb y 's library system com-

pares to other institutions in terms
of bud get , staffing, circulation ,
storage and other categories.
Turner began by reminding the
group that "[his] voice carries
no more weight than students '
[voices]" and reiterating that the
purpose of the conversation was
to talk about what the numbers
mean, find ways for Colby to go
forward [...] and discuss what
[the College] hopes to accomplish
in the end. '
One of the largest points of discussion was the circulation. According to the figures presented
b y the Committee, in the past 11
years, Colby's circulation of books
has gone from 39,857 to 24 ,305:
nearly a 39 percent decrease. "It 's
a downward trajectory...it has
nothing to do with where the
books are , and that 's something
we need to talk about," Turner
said. Directory of Colb y Libraries
Clem Guthro said that "the circulation policy has not changed,"
but he and Turner also clarified
that not every book is tracked7
unless it 's been checked out. "It s
reall y hard to track that " Turner
said. "We don't know what people
are doing in the stacks , and it 'd be
creepy to follow them around."
In comparison to similar colleges , Colb y falls far below the
average book circulation in the
2013-14 data. The other nine
schools had an average of about
54,000 books circulated , compared to Colby 's 24 ,305. Colby
also falls on the lower side for
E-)ournal Use (Colby 's fi gure is
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116,887 compared to the average of 225,400) and Database Use
(289, 122 compared to 748,500.)
Many attendees refuted the
emphasis on this data , claiming
that it is hard to determine how
many databases and books have
actuall y been used, and therefore
the statistical anal ysis methods
could be flawed. Lucy Hadley ' 16

In comparison
to similar
colleges,
Colby falls
far below
the average
book circulation in the
2013-14 data.
mentioned that there is a large
discrepancy between print and
online circulation: "When you 've
checked out a book, you've already made a decision , but when
you download journals , you do
it more mindlessl y: less thoug ht
goes into if you 'll actuall y use
that journal ," she said. Associate
Professor of English Elizabeth Sagaser echoed this statement , asking, "So isn 't downloading more
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Concernarisesoverp r of e s 'sconversation
mthstudentUbrary
Committeemembers
ors
students on the committee and
how impactful their beliefs can
be, and then they reall y started
pushing their beliefs onto us."
The prior to the second liHogan felt that she not only
brary forum , two professors had to defend her beliefs regardtook three students whom they ing the library but also regarding
believed to be on the Library the quality of education at Colby.
Committee to lunch at the Jo- She said, I felt like I had to do a
seph Family Spa. After leaving lot of the fighting for Miller , saythe meeting, one of the students ing Miller is a good place and so
reported the conversation to her is Colby, like let 's keep our Colby
work supervisors in Miller Li- pride. When I walked away from
brary and to the Library Com- the conversation I felt like they
mittee on which she is a student were saying Colby is a horrible
representative , stating that the p lace to go.
conversation was meant to be a
The other two students at the
dialogue but felt like coercion.
meeting interp reted the conversaThe two professors, Profes- tion differentl y. Liz Paulino ' 18 is
sor of English David Suchoff a member of the Library Commitand Professor of Latin Ameri- tee and said , "Personall y, I didn 't
can Studies Ben Fallaw, stated in think it was that bad. ... They were
a joint email that they "met the reall y respectful...(and) broug ht
SGA designated [representatives up some valid points." Paulino exon the Library Committee] in the plained , "I didn 't agree with some
Spa over lunch , and it was a very of the points , [but] it wasn't the
amicable conversation. We were end of the world. It was [more]
able to find out a lot about how like , you have your opinion , I
students think about the library, have my opinion." Regarding her
and we were able to answer ques- ability to speak her mind , Paulino
tions about how we view the li- said that "I couldn't articulate all
brary, and share information. For that I thoug ht , but that was beus , the 'impact ' of
cause or nervousthe meeting was a
ness , not because I
better understandwas being attacked
ing of students '
or anything "
perspectives: and
The third stuthis was verv valudent who was inable. "
vited to the distusFurther, the prosion was originally
fessors wrote. "We
meant to be on
imagine that meetthe Library Comings between desi gmittee , but due to
nated SGA reps and
scheduling
confatuity interested in
flicts, was unable
the same issues are
to continue participating. The profesquite frequent, and
desirable: of course,
sors said that they
John Turner
they should be at a
found all three
ci vitall y
engaged
of the library names, including
Head
campus such as
Jenner Foster 's " 17,
Colby."
Committee and Associate on the provost 's
Holl y Hogan 16
which
of History website,
Prof
essor
reported the conlists the memversation she and
bers of all College
the two other stucommittees. Foster
dents had with the professors and said , "1 think [the professors]
explained that thoug h she and the were really trying to convince a
other students were invited to the little bit of their side... or wantmeeting under the premise of the ed us to hear the faculty side.... I
professors looking for student [also] think they were trying to
perspectives on the library, she felt hear what our thoughts were....
that the professors were attempt- Liz and I stayed afterwards and
ing to convince the students of talked about it , and we didn't
the professors' views. When she think there was any malicious
arrived at the meeting. Suchoff intent, it was that crazy, or that
and Fallaw were wearing "Bring radical " Foster believes that the
Back the Books" pins. Hogan ex- professors wanted to meet with
p lained that if she had known the them "because they wanted to
professors were participants in the hear a different perspective of
Bring Back the Books campaign, the student bod y 's voice *
"I wouldn't have gone because I
As Head of the Library Comknow there are a lot of issues and mittee, Associate Professor of
I'm also a worker for the library... History John Turner received
so it's very tough to be in that posi- Hogan s email regarding the luntion ," Hogan explained.
cheon and passed along the in"At first , they kind of asked us formation to Provost and Dean
a tittle bit about what we thoug ht of Faculty Lori Kletzer who then
of the library," Hogan said. As the brought the information to the
lunch continued however, Hogan attention of President David
felt that the professors were over- Greene. Turner said, "It does look
whelming her and the other stu- on the surface like an attempt
dents with information that the to subvert student voices....Just
students didn 't have the resources looking at the basics, it doesn 't
to respond to: "They were giving look good."
us a lot statistics. I can only say
Turner's main concern is to
my opinion and what I know from protect students ' ability to voice
being on the committee. And they their opinions: "I view it as very
talked about the importance of important to me to protect stuB Y SAM LE BLANC
Co-Editor-in-Chief
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dents ' voices and the freedom of
students to say what they need to
say. I feel very defensive about
that." He said that in general , it 's
important to him that "students
feel like their voices are going to
be heard."
Student Bod y President Ju stin
Deckert * 15 became aware of the
interaction between Suchoff and
Fallaw and the students when
Turner brought it to his attention ,
and Deckert found the incident
troubling. In an email to the Echo,
he described the importance of
student representation on committees, saying that "Students
can have a powerful contribution
in representing and carrying the
opinion of their peers on a variety
of issues. I believe that the actions
of Professors Fallaw and Suchoff
are extremel y problematic because they have acted in a way
that has perverted our colleges
governance process. I believe it is
unethical for the professors to act
in a way where they are attempting to coerce student opinion
throug h this channel." He further
explained that he doesn't believe

the professors took the proper
route if they were simply intending to understand student opinion: "If they were trul y interested
in garnering student opinion of
the library renovation , their discussion should have begun with
the SGA president , not three underclassmen who serve on the library committee. It is clear to me
that they were more interested in
coercing the students who serve
on the library committee to carry
their opinions."
In an email , Fallaw and Suchoff
responded to a question regarding whether they believe their positions as tenured professors play
a role in influencing student voices. They wrote , "At Colby, faculty
influence students—and just as
importantl y, are influenced by
them in our learning community. We believe students are equal
partners in this common venture.
We learned a lot from the students at this lunch , and perhaps
they learned from us. Creating a
library that everyone in the Colby
community can be proud of will
require more such conversations .

not fewer, among faculty, students and administrators. Let a
thousand conversations bloom."
Kletzer said , "I was apprised
of the situation by Professor
Turner and I similarl y apprized
President Greene. There is not
an investi gation." She asserted
that there is no formal or informal investigation but said "I
will admit that I found the descriptions of the meeting troubling. At the same time, it is a
difficult area to pursue because
it becomes 'someone said this '
and 'possibl y someone else said
that.' It 's a difficult conversation
for anyone outside the group [of
two professors and three students] to pursue."
Kletzer expanded that thoug h
there is currentl y no investi gation , "it is still to me an open
question. Might I return to this?
Yes. If I received directly any
complaints or if I heard any additional information beyond what I
have received to date beyond John
Turner, I'm fairl y certain I would
pursue it. To me, it remains an
open issue , not closed."

library Committee hosts open forum
cont 'd f r o m Library Comtn., p. 1
f>rogram of library instruction. "A
ot of the work librarians do now
is outreach...where we're meeting one on one with faculty or
students," Circulation Supervisor
Eileen Richards said. "The librarians need to be in the classrooms."
"We need more staff. We reall y
need to make that emphatic... we
don 't want to be an outlier in not
having that information literacy,"
Sagaser added.
Library Committee members
brought the conversation back
to the idea that the College has
limited resources. "We need to
look at how much space we don't
have," Turner said. Guthro added

that in the 1980s, "we wanted to
be able to accommodate 15 years
of growth. Now it 's been 30 years ,
and we are still in the same space."
"Keep our eyes forward.. .we're
here now," Leonard said. "This is
the moment when we need to fi gure out what we want...we've been
told to dream big. We need to fi gure out what we want and need ,
and make a case for it ," she told
the forum.
"Where do we philosop hically
want to put ourselves?" Turner
asked the crowd. "What is the best
library that we can have? What
are the best education opportunities we can give to our students?"
Dr. Frank and Theodora Miselis Professor of Chemistry Whitney King turned the focus away
from the statistical anal ysis that

the Committee presented. "None
of these [figures] tell us how well
we're educating students ," he said.
"The hard question is, reall y, are
we doing a good job of educating our students? What strategies
[can] we take to produce the best
possible outcomes for our students? That 's where the resources
need to go," King asked.
"My question is about time ,"
Turner said. He mentioned that
the next open forum could revolve
around the idea of how much students are using Miller Library,
and whether or not the new stud y
space has been beneficial.
"This is not the last conversation, this is not a formal report...
this is the beginning of the conversation ," Turner said. "The library
committee has decided nothing "
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Whether you are looking for a placeto
live, a restaurant to eat and drink at or a
gym to work off that extra beer weight,
entrepreneur Charlie Giguere operates a
business for you.
Giguere has managed, owned and
operated businesses in Waterville and
all around southern Maineincluding supermarkets, restaurants, bars and a gym.
He grew up in a family ofbusinesspeople
who are tied heavily to the Waterville
area. These familial ties have brought
him closer to the people he serves and
has pulled into his home community.
Giguere grew up just a few blocks
from downtown Waterville in an apartment on School Street His extended
family has owned and operated a myriad
of different businessesin and around
town. Lionel Giguere, Charlies father,
owned a supermarketin town and organized a co-op of grocers across the state
Giguere interacted with many people
as a lad, especially patrons of his fathers
supermarket Gigueres family also invested in real estate, givinghim not only
a strong business sense, but also a knack
for hospitality He said he got to know everyonein town as hebecamea part of the
community.
Once an adult Gigueres aptitude for
business was quickly put to test when
a family friend gave him a challenging
project a chain of struggling old-school
arcades. After negotiating closing deals
for the arcades, Giguerestalent as a businessman showed Soon, he began work
managinga chain of retail butcher shops.
With successful endeavors under
his belt, Giguere continued to work on
management projects in southern Maine
while connecting his business with family and friends, strengthening his ties to
the area. Giguere grew up in Waterville,
so it is only fitting that two of his largest
projects are in town. For the past thirty
years, Giguere has owned both Silver
Street Tavern and Champions Fitness
Club, also known by many as "Champs ".
Recently, Giguere undertook a proj-

ect of overhaulingand transformingthe
space above the tavern in the historic
brick building situated on the comer of
Main and Silver streets.Built in 1877, this
building has seen many uses, including
serving as the meeting space for the Independent Order of Oddfellows.
When the opportunity for developing
the upper floors of the building arose,
Giguere trustedhis experience and aptitude for developingrealestatethathe had
been developinghis whole life, and made
the quick decision transform the space
into offices and apartments.
Extensive renovations uncovered
beautiful living space. Seventy tons of
debris had accumulated over years of
neglect on the upper floors of the Silver
Street building. Ornate historical elements could shine as the place turned
into luxury apartments.
This pastraD,ChampionsFitnessClub
(which Giguere has owned for 30 years)
underwentmajor renovationsas he transitioned from owning the businessto
managing it With tennis and racquetbal!
courts, an extensiveweight room, ample
aerobic activityspace, and on-site physical therapists, Champsis one of the largestrecreationcenters in central Maine.
From supermarkets to apartments,
Giguere has owned and managed a diverse portfolio of properties. This power
to diversify shows in his alternate use
for space inside the Champions Fitness
rxulding. Until September, the space
above the gym lit up at night, becoming
Champions nightclub. Gigueres businesses serve the people of Waterville in
many different ways, bringing food, entertainment, exercise and living space
When business owners know their
patrons like Giguere does—bidding
hello to gym regulars and restaurant
customers—a little bit of classic downtown feel like the vibrant one Giguere
remembers growing up in is breathed
back into Waterville. The Giguere family has certainly given huge contributions to the area, and the businesses
Charlie Giguere has established continue to provide valuable services to the
people of Waterville.

fleeing scene of car accident
B Y CHRISTINA DONG
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The Waterville Police Department issued a court summons
last month to John Woodside ' 17
after he allegedl y fled the scene
of a single-car accident on Rice
Rips Koad. Darpan
Roychowdhury '17
was a passenger in
the car, but faces
no charges. Neither
student was seriously injured in the
accident.
Shortly
after
midnight on Nov.
15, Woodside was
driving north on
Washington Street and lost control of the vehicle due to excessive speed while making a left
turn onto Rice Rips Road. As
Woodside rounded the curve, the
Ford SUV went into a "critical
skid ," according to police reports ,
crashing through the guardrail on
the left side of the road and into
the woods. The vehicle came to a
stop upon hitting a tree.
Woodside and Roychowdhury
were able to exit the vehicle after the accident, and walked
away from the scene of the
crash without notif ying the police department. The two were
identified the following morning, according to police rep orts ,
and Woodside was charged with
"failure to report [the] accident
by [the] quickest means." If convicted , he could face up to six
months in jail and a fine of up
to SI.000. Woodside and Roy
chowdhury declined to comment on the incident.
The accident occurred off campus , but within earshot, shortly

before the 1-95 overpass as the ly uninvolved in an off-campus
vehicle was headed away from incident, all police charges ap the College. "Someone called the pear in the Morning Sentinel. It
[security] office [because they] comes back to the school one way
heard the crash ," Director of Se- or another ," Chenevert said.
curity Peter Chenevert said. AsPage 20 of the Colb y Stusociate Director of Security Jeff dent Handbook reads that the
Coombs responded and located College "does not police stuthe scene of the ac- dents personal lives " on or
cident , calling the off campus. "When we become
police after finding aware" of an off-campus infracthe totaled vehicle.
tion , "we do the same thing we
Fire and rescue would do on campus ," Dean of
squads
inspect- Students Paul Johnston said.
ed the crash and The course of action depends
searched the vicin- entirely on the incident , and
ity for over an hour Johnston would first consider if
before determining the student has violated College
that the vehicle oc- expectations and how the incicupants had fled dent relates to the student 's role
the scene. They also reported as a responsible member of the
blood on the vehicle, which Wa- campus community.
terville
Police
In some cases ,
Sergeant
Brian
he will call the stuGardiner believes
dent in for a meetto be from either
ing, and "based on
Woodside or Roythat conversation,
chowdury cutting a
we would decide if
hand on glass after
we were going to
the accident.
impose [sanctions)
In most cases,
or hold the student
when students face
accountable, " Johncharges from the
ston said.
Waterville
police
For legal charges,
for off-campus inalcohol-related or
cidents, both Secuotherwise, if a sturity and the Office
dent is "charged
of the Dean ol Stuwith
something
dents receive notithat would be a vio
fication. "If police
lation of the code
deal with our stuof conduct that we
Peter Chenevert
dents off campus,
expect from our
Directorof Security
they notif y me...
students, we'd absojust to give me a
lutel y take action,"
heads up," ChenJohnston said.
Johnston
was
evert said. Security
will then automaticall y notify the unable to release information on
how the College plans to respond
Dean 's office.
Even if seturity remains entire- to this incident.

The vehicle
came to a
stop upon
hitting a tree.

"Someone
called the
[security]
office
[because
they] heard
the crash"

CVC, MMHS host homelessness awareness events
BY DAGMARDOUSMA
News Staff

The holiday season, which conjures
images of warm homes and spending
time with family, seems an appropriate
time to ask the question: "What does
home mean to you?" This month, the
Colby Volunteer Center (CVC) and
Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter (MMHS)
are using the time to raise awareness
about homelessness by hostingevents at
the College.
The past week has been dedicated to
several on-campus events from MMHS
including a discussion, lecture, and a
dinner with the shelters program coordinator and executivedirector.
The MMHS has been in several locations over the past three decades.
Founded by the Interfaith Council of
Waterville, the MMHS saw its first
guests in November 1990. A temporary
location on Silver Street was soon abandoned for the modest, 18 bed home on
Ticonic Street. 22 years later the shelter
moved again, this time to its current location on 19 Colby Street. Interestingly
enough, this location next to the Kennebec River is where the College campus
used to be situated before it moved to
Mayflower Hill.
lhere is a long history of cooperation
between the shelter and the College. According to MMHS Executive Director
Betty Palmer, student fundraisers saved
the shelter from the brink of bankruptcy
on more than one occasion. Students
have also volunteered regularly at the
slielter, helping out with food preparation, childcare. organizing birthday parties and more.
"We learn from both staff and guests
each tune we visit, and our goal is to
make the lrs'es of those who work and
Stay at the shelter a little bit easier;* Clea
Harrelson ' 16 said. Healson is a Student
l*nj gram Leader with the CVC who vol

unteers at the shelter, along with Courtney Klein ' 15 and Cara Goldfarb' 17.
"Nobody wants to be homeless."
MMHS Program Coordinator Sheila
Bacon said during an on-campus discussion on Tuesday. "They are individuals who maybe have a bit more
baggage than everybody else and don't
have a place to stay."
According to Bacon, the shelter does
more than just provide a roof and protection against the cold. The MMHS
mission is to provide safe shelter, food,
support services and an avenue towards self-sufficiency. Bacon said that
guests are required to work towards
self-sufficiency by taking classes that
address topics like resume writing, job
interviews and parenting. Furthermore,
learning about budgeting, education
and finding an apartment are all part of
their stay. The MMHS follows up with
guests for up to a year after their departure from the shelter.
ljast year, the shelter received national
recognition for having 96 percent ol its
guests maintaining their own homes one
year after leaving, and 87 percent after
three years.
At a lecture on homelessness on
Thursday. Dec. 4, Palmer raised important issues surrounding homelessness.
According to the 2013 Annual Homeless
Assessment Report by the US. Department of Housing and Urban Development, the number of cases of homelessness in Maine have increased by 26
percent between 2012 and 2013 despitea
nationwide drop.
A decreasein housing voucher availability, with a cut of 1000 vouchers last
year and another 1000 this year, has
made the reintegration of guests increas
ingly hard."Wehaveseen R 35 percent increase in famllks over two years." Palmer
said "Families are not the only victims;
elderly ami youth populations are also
increasinglyfacing homelessness."

On the flip side. Palmer has a strong
mentality of activism. "What if we become crusaders or advocates again?"
she said, recounting stories of success that included a woman who got a
housing voucher and a job just before
having a child.
Meanwhile on the Hill, students are
busy fundraising. The Pottery Club
sponsored a sale with the proceeds going to the homeless shelter.According to
Nancy Meader,who organized the event,
the sale raised over five hundred dollars

for the shelter.
The CVC student programleaders are
excited, but tor them ftindraising is only
one part of working at the MMHS. They
characterize their most important
accomplishments as some the ones
most difficult to quantify, like "that
moment when someone starts humming because they hear a song they
like playing in the kitchen, or when a
child smiles, simply because you sat
down next to them to draw."
"Our most important accomplish-

ments come when we make real connections with people who are part
of the shelter community and are
able to take what lessons we learn
from the shelter and apply them in
our lives at Colby," an email stated,
jointl y signed by Harrelson. Klein
and Goldfarb.
In the spring. Harrelson. Klein and
Goldfarb nope to fill open volunteer
shifts at the MMHS and to organize
events for volunteers to reflect on
their experiences.

Fireside Chats Installment II: Semester Reflections
reflectionon this semesteris that I came
in believingthat Colby was an extraordinary place, and one that waspoisedto
be even better.
I wouldsay after havingbeen herenow
BegiriningonOctober30,2014, theEcho for five months, mat this is even truer
started releasing a monthly instaDrnent manlorigtoaft
ht ftisa wondery thoug
featuring an uiterview with President ful place, andtherecontinuesto bepheDavid A Greene Each interview will nomenal poteiajaiat that institution—.
cover aparticulartopicorissue relatedto EverytimeI lookaroundand I mink all
the CoaVcommumty.
Fireside Chats is wecan do to makeCcJbybetter,itsjust
aimedatkeepingdie Coatycommunity, veryexcitingto me. CM the frustrating
both onand offcampus,informedabout side,I wouldsay thatits hardto moveas
PreskfcntGreenesideas for me futureof fitt asI woukliHte onareasofinaxovtheCo&^aswefiastopnnidealineof ing CofcK and the bfertf challengeI
conununkatkin BetweenEchoreaders think is mat wetendtobeveryleanin
and the AdministrationThe editorial our staffing across Colby,Everybody is
staff of the Echo welcomes am topics, worlougashanias tbeycanrightnow
issues,or concerns that the Cornycom- so askingpeopleto take on more...is
rnunity may want PresidentGreeneto verydifficult becausetheresnotenough
address.Toser^suggestions
, e-mail in- roominthedayfcr memtobe abletodo
cunibentFeatiuesEdtor
SimoneLeung mat...Andthatfcsomethingweregoing
at^ingffrnaSyedu.
to haveto workon.
E:What are somespecific tilings that
Echo:In general howwouldyoureflect you might have wishedthat you had
on yourfirst sen^sterat Coby?
gottento that you didn't? How might
Preside*
Greene Let me start with a you go about atcompBshuigthem
couple of surprisesfirst The first sur- nextsemester?
prise tor me has been that the com- PG: Thereare two thingsthat are on
munity has a much more powerful my mind:one is dial iaW to strucpresenceman I had imsaned It has ture a way tor us to think togetheras
warmthand opennessand^coOegiato
y a community about whafe irnportant
(hat is unusual.... it's suchan incred- to us... and I was thinkingthat might
ftxe asset.,thatjpeopfchave a love and bethroughthe developmentof a Cdby
admirationtormisplace..,Its hardly a CommunityCounsel * place where
perfect community;.,but I would say we could havereafly tough conversathat of all the places I've been, this one tions aboutwho we are,what we care
has a special feelingto it... A second about, what we want to become....We
QUESTIONSAND TRANSPOSED BY
CARUJAFF
FeaturesEditor

couldhavea group of people who are
really corrunrtted to these issues . .
And we haven't done that yet, and Td
like to move forward with something
along those lines. The second thing
that's been on my mind is howwe approachissuesrelated to diversityin our
communityin the most broad-baaed
ways,and I think that that piecereally
needssomeworkand thought, its so
essential, in my view, to who we are
and the kindor learningenvironment
that we create., and we have a tot of
roomfor improvementin these areas,
and mis is an area where we haven't
made enoughprogressyetbut I want
to mate ram progress nm semester.
&Do youhaveany otherplansthatyou
cansharegoingforward?
PG: rm veryexcitedabout what were
doing in termsof lookingat our perfrwiinpg arts facilities and dunking
abouthowwecan
havefantasticfacilities
far Cofcyto.thatarea.I think that [these
additionsare] much needed and it wiD
add to our academic programs and
our communityfife in rich ways,fm
alsoeagerto bokat our athleticand fitness facilitiesand how those can serve
the Gobyccramunityand the broader
community 1 hope, as wdL I was just
havinga conversationaboutthe nature
of our relationshipwith civic engagementactivitiesandhowwewouldthink
about Colby connectinginto the communiryineven richer waysthan it does
right now,and theresa lot ofgoodthings
happeningalready.... It would benefit

Cofoy and the communityand the individualsin the communityin different
ways. And finally, I thinktheressome
really exciting opportunities
fat its to
partnerwith histJutionsin Maine and
otherspotsaroundtheworlddiatwould
benefit ourprograms and provideopportumnesfar our studentsand faculty
thatwouldbeunusualandenriching.
E: Do you have any thoughts about
the progressthatyou, the administration and/orthe comnWutyhas made
on dormdamage,alcoholculture,or
bias incidents?
PG:IS*actualy beenpleasedto secthat
the reported iiimhcffs on theseincidents
havebeen downthis semester,which I
think s a verygoodsign. I mink mats
latgeh
/ dueto thefist thatstudentshave
takenit uponthemsehwto addressthis
issue, andtheresnobetterwayto doit
Having studentstake mison anddunk
about what land of communitythey
wantto live in andhowtheyshouldbehavetowardoneanother
andtowardme
communityin whichtheyavc is, to me,
a greatsign...!find thatveryencouraging. . ..Theresmore matwe needtodo,
but I wouldsaythat itsmovingina positive direction. The more that students
own thai and ownthis sense of place,
thenthebeueroff wellbe.
E: Do youhaveanythoughtsor reflectipfTyflfl m*eHewconufflWflCff ^^c^na^*^
that yoirvecreated?
PG:WhatI'm tryingto do is really open
up our decision-makingand engage
peoptem
thefutureoftrtCoaege.
There

are somany smart and interestingpeoplein thecommunity,and themorethat
we can hearfrom people... the better
decisionswell make. So theseoornmitteesarereally designedto... engagestaff
and studentsin a very meaningrulway
about their own work and wherethe
Couege is going... Im confident that
if wedo mat weft, wellmakemuch better decisionsand the CollegewiH benefit fioro it I'm excited about those.&
takesa lot of workfar theseccanmittees
to workeflfectiwJy,but wehavea fat to
do getourselvesprepared
to makesure
theyfunctionwdL_. I mink theseare a
goodstepin thenghtduection
, butnow
wehaveto focus on bowto make these
committeesreally empoweredand do
tmpoitantwork.
E: If our readersweregoingto take one
thug away from this Fireside Chat
whatwouldyouwantit to be?
PG:TheonethingI wouldwant people
to take away is that we're all in this together.And that's really the powerful
partof mis community: is that everybody owns a pieceof mis community,
andourabiStyto worktogetherandto
beableto imaginetogetherwhat Cofoy
can become is the most effective way
for usto moveforwardon things.
JIhe
morewe can openup on conversation
and engagewith one another around
difficult issues,the betterofweltbeasa
cornmunhyand thebetteroff Colbywill
be in thelongrun, soTm hopingthat in
somesmall way,this will all be a small
step in thatdirection.

Yaks createcamp usup roar Professors diversify teachingmediums
about 30minutes," Kantor added.
In terms of students' reactionsto oral
assessments in his course, Kantor said
that he hadn't polled them on it "but I
As Colby students get flooded with fi- think they liked it ... Its also a shorter
nalsduring this time ofthesemester, some experience, although there may be more
professors are making an effort to inte- pressurebecause of its length. But other
grate alternatives, and in the caseof Visit- than stressingthe form of a goodspoken
ing AssistantProfessorof English Jamison argument I try to keep it as natural and
Kantor, "[change] up theexam-rhythm."
conversationalas possible I will certainly
In Kant ors English seminar course, use spoken assessment in other classes
EN397B:Capitalism, Crisis, and Roman- -especially upper-level classeswhere stuticism, students had a spoken midterm, dents are about to enter the job market
which "[provided] an opportunity to (and enjoy multiple rounds of interviews),
think through a specific problemor liter- or enter grad school!'
ary paradox that intrigued [them]," said
Oral assessmentsare also essential to
Kantor. He added that students had "an foreign languagecourses, "where the goal
opportunityto put [themselves]in the role ... is developmentof oral and aural skills
of a scholar-teachertheypresentan argu- as well as reading and writing," said Zisment that has been grounded in some re- kind Professoroffcast AsianStudies Kimsearch, and do it in a little bit more formal berry Besio in an email correspondence
a settingthan thedassroomdiscussioa"
In her Chinese courses, Besio uses a
Oral assessments complernent the combination of essays, writtenexams, and
material of the course, which focuses on oral presentationsto assessher students.
the "intersections of British Romantic "I would imagine that in the future most
literature and the rise of the commercial [students] wiH use [their) spoken Chinese
society in the late-eighteenth and early- much more often than [their] written
nineteenth-centimes.'
Chinese so I feel that it is important to
"[They] hearkenback to the old disci- work on oral presentation and aural compline of oration—something for which prehensionas wellas writing and reading.
19th century British politicians wereespe- ... Presentationspush you to incorporate
cially famous, but that seemsto havebeen the patternsyou arc learning into a larger
replaced these days by asynchronic types communicative context If you are not
of communication like texting, emailing, pushed to utilize new patterns to express
etc Of course, this is not a knock on my your own ideas you wiD nevermakethem
students—they're wonderful communi- yourown," shesaid.
In terms of grading oral assessments,
cators in person!"
"The spoken midterm seeks to restore Besio has developed an effectivegrading
a kind of lost art in pedagogy: oratory, process. "For me it has been somewhat
which is not just about presentingimagi- a long processto figure out how to grade
native ideas connected to previous dis- oral assignments fairiy. When I first incussions, but also about the order, form, corporated oral assignmentsinto the class
and organization of those ideas," Kantor I tried to grade them on the fly and felt
that such a method was very inadequate,
continued.
Kantor provides his students with a then I started having them taped so that
template, which should be used to guide I could watch them several times each
their midterm discussion,since "it can be time focusing on different aspects of the
challengingto talk through a complicated presentation. Ultimately though, I think
literary problem in an orderiy way!' said the most useful (for the student) is the step
Kantor. "This, I think, presents a bit of that I added lastyear—that isto have each
diallenge. Unlike playing a certain form in student come in and watch the tape with
a jazz chart, or running a passing route in me so that we can discuss the ways you
a football game, we're not used to model- could have improvedthe presentition. ..
ing our speech on a given template (not I think using oral assessmentas part ofthe
consaoush/. anyway—some scholars of grade is actually fairer as some peopleare
linguistics might argue diat there is always more oral than others;thus everyoneQUI
an implicit template in speech). Hut I think be assessed on both their strengths and
the advantagesare numerous;studentsget weaknesses," she said
a clianceto assume the role ofthe teacher,
AssistantProfessor of Spanish Bretiort
shape wfiat might be diffuse points they White also incorporates oral assessments
had in discussioninto an organic whole, in licr courses, where lower-level Spanish
and they get to finish the wholething in courses are more focused on grammar
BY SIMONE LEUNG
Asst. Features Editor

BY CARU JAFF
Features Editor
Over the past two weeks, the Colby community became concerned
with an event that occurred in the
Hast Quad dormitory. While there
is some ambiguity surrounding the
details, many members of the community began to hear about a drug
deal ,
HIV- and-gonorrhea-positive
condoms found in the bathroom and
the hallways and other serious events
that caused the police and the Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA)
to make an appearance.
Once the Echo caught wind of
such news, we spoke with both the
I )eputy Chief at the Waterville Police
Department . Charles Rumsey. and
the Director of Colb y Security, Peter
Chenevert. Both sources stated that
they have no report on record of any
incident occurring in or around East
Quad during the tune period in quev
Hon . This was a surprise to the editorial staff, and forced us to go back to
the drawing board.
After much conversation about
where we heard about the incident .
the editorial staff found <i common
denominator: the social media app
Yik Yak.
The recent Yik Yak feeds have been

dominated by conversations about
what allegedly occurred in East. Posts
varied from topics such as, "To clear
everything up about East: Someone
put many used condoms everywhere
with the intention of infecting people
with his/hers disease, HIV, and Ghoneres [sic], which is why police had to
come," to "Stop asking about East we
are not allowed to tell anyone, and the
administration made that very clear
to us."
The staff soon realized that users of
Yik Yak could have created this rumor
out of nothing, although posts from
this week such as "The F'ck is the
DEA in East right now..." continue
to cause speculation about whether or
not an event occurred. For now, lack
of official evidence tells us that no incident took place , but the many posts
on Yik Yak highlig ht the power of social media to create panic and widespread speculation on a small campus
such as this one.
Wlnle the past few weeks have seen
a large amount of hysteria due to Yik
Yak, one cannot discredit the social
media app for providing an enter
taming way to procrastinate from the
stress of finals week. As one Yakker
cleverly acknowledged, "My yakma
[sic] pomtsat are[sic] 1984. 1 think it 's
a sign that I need to read Orwell for
my exam and stop yaking [sic]."

and vocabulary,while higher-levelcourses
are more focused on debateand communicating coherentthoughts.
For many professors,oral assessments
complement the written coursework
"We speak every day in dass. This is just
a more formal extensionof what students
are always already doing. Also, we have
designeda practical and comprehensive
focus for their oral assessment First students write a letter of application to study
abroad in a country/program of their
choosing—thisis an in-class composition," White said
Next students give presentations to a
selection committee (comprised of their
peers) for that study abroad program.
In the presentations they describe their
strengthsas candidates and they narrate
an eventin theirpastthat hasshapedthem
asa person. The selectioncommitteeasks
questions of the candidates. Finally, the
studentsdo one-on-one interviews with
the program director (the professor) to
discuss their application and their plans
for the future!'White continued
In foreign language courses, oral assessmentscause students to develop a
deeperlevel of understandingofthe language "I think a presentational oral test
requires a student to fully know what he
or she is expressing in a complete way...
In Spanish 126 (Elementary Spanish II)
the presentation material sterns from
personal experience, so the material is
well known to the speaker, so he or she
can concentrate on the oral expression
of that experience which is often the
primary challenge of this type of exercise at the beginning language level. In
a conversational oral test, maintaining
the thread of a conversation is examined This involves many differentskills,
including listening comprehension, interpreting gestures and expressions, and
respondingaccurately and appropriately
in a timely way I think my students recognize that it is challenging and possibly
intimidating to speak in front ofthe class,
alone, but we spend almost all of our class
time speaking,so they are more prepared
than they realize, I think," said White.
Professors who incorporate oral as
sessments are requiring their students
to be "just as convincing in person as
they are on paper!' said Kantor "We also
shouldn't forget the emphasis on spoken
performance in graduate and post-pro
fessional education, which many Colby
students pursue. Comprehensive exams,
dissertation defenses, and mock litigation
all requiresome sort of verbal acuity!'

Letter
f r o mthe Editors:
Over the past two weeks, the Echo has received some pointed
feedback in regards to our handling of the car accident that occurred less than a mile off campus on Rice Rips Road. As a staff,

we have discussedthese critiques at great length and it goes
without saying that it has been a period of deep reflection for us
collectively as journalists, particularly in how we judge our news
and how we presentIt. In addition, this community discourse
has also prompted us to discuss the larger topic of communication as a both a paper and as a college.
In terms ofthe community at large, communication continues to bea major factor in both the seen and unseenaspects
of operation hereat Colby, In relation to this particular issue,
we've pinpointed a few instancesIn which our tone,content and
methods play an enormous role in how that these events unfold.
WeVe been covering the Library discussionsfor two semes
ters now, and have seen as a communityjust how much both
the method and content of communication matters. This week,
we also covered a story regardinga conversationbetween two
professorsand student members ofthe Library Committee.
Though several of the parties felt that the interaction waft innocuousenough, others felt that the professorswere interfering in student? ability to voice their own opinions.This is just
one example that demonstrates the complexity of interactions
between ail members of our community but also how important
it is to have thoughtful dialogue and reflect on the effects of that
dialogue.
In addition, we also covered stories this week regarding Yik
Yak spreading news of unprovable crimes, the role of oral presentations and academic discourse, the sharingof the experience of homelessness,and documentaryfilm projects on the
stories of Maine farmers.This edition of the Echo happens to
function twofold: it is both a medium for communicating news
but also an exploration of the many ways that people communicate and why.
The Echo staff inhabits a unique position in that we, as a
collective body, actively engage with all facets of campus, cull
stories and dig deep into what makes this campus tick. We are
a representation of what goes on hereand who this community
is. Yourcontinued investment and communication with us Is
greatly appreciated, and moving forward, we would like to use
this paper not just as a forum to spark discourse, but also to foster the constructive conversations that make this campus thrive.
Enjoy winter break. VVc*!l see you in the spring.
-The Editorial Staff of The Colby Echo
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I didn't do it for you, I did it for me
1 started taking the hijab when I could make decisions, talk to
I first began hi gh school. No one men , navi gate the world we live
forced me to adopt it. My sisters in , and be respected as an indidon 't cover their heads, and , in vidual. At UWC, I was enabled
fact, my extended family despised to take advantage of real op
me for a period of time for trying fiortumties My identity was not
to be "too Muslim" and not fashimited to a scarf-wearing poster
ionable. Needless to say, I defied child for all the Muslims in the
them. Since a very young age, I world—I was a person.
have been encouraged by my parA natural question after readents to make my own decisions ing all of this is: why change all
and also face their consequences. of that now? For two years at
So I did.
Colby College , I have tried
^ to reconcile the many
When I sat down to write S*^ -^
^^^^k
sides
this column , I thought f
of my identity As
^^
about how the meaning of / Sarah i
^B a freshmanthe
. I worked
build
S] f I ff
hijab has changed for me f
Multi^^H to
over the ten years I have \ ^ I ML-'-^V faith Council because
adorned it. Initiall y, it was \
M
I saw interfaith diayV logue
out of pure convenience. N I ^^rW
to be p a r a m o u n t
I could just take it and not ^
*^ in understanding the
^^ ^m>worry about bad hair days. It
world around us. I furwas a period in my life where thered my own understanding
you had to look pretty, and I had of Islam and Muslim women by
the privilege to just opt out of taking relevant courses. I talked
that. In later years, as I started to as many peop le as I could , exdeveloping my own identity, it plaining to them what the hijab
became increasing ly important
is and what it is not. I worked
to me that peop le pay attention with Sodexo to get Halal and
to my ideas, not my face. I want- Kosher food on campus simpl y
ed to make something of myself because I considered it imperaand the hijab was perfect. I could tive that students feel supportdictate my position as I wanted. ed , nurtured , and at home. I also
Damn , it felt powerful.
felt there was a need for more
I went to Norway for my last student representation from the
years of high school to attend Muslim world , so I talked to adone of the fifteen United World missions to pay attention to that
Colleges. In those teenage years. aspect when selecting students.
I wanted to defy everything: all
Of course, all of this has taken
the stereotypes that society proa toll on me. I don 't want to be
jected on me—that saw me as a a poster child for the 1.3 billion
weak, oppressed Muslim woman
Muslims around the world. This
I wanted to rebel against all of is not what I signed up for when
that. I wanted to prove to my- I came to Colby College.
self that I could be a leader , that
I did not sign up for being

told , "Go back to Saudi Arabia "
during my first week of being
here. This summer. I decided that
my own relationship with God
was worth more than discussing
the political ideology ofthe hijab
or educating people for something they could simp ly search
for on Google. It was worth more
than convincing some women
that I am not oppressed. It was
worth more than being randoml y
screened at airports. It was worth
more than being stared at in
Walmart. In the words of James
Baldwin, nothing around me was
built for me, so I decided I was
worthy of rising above all of that.
I am worthy and I have decided
to put my foot down.
Having said all of this , what
do I want from you? I want you
to understand that the hijab is an
experience: it exists on the inside
as well as on the outside. Now
that my outward hijab is gone,
people approach me a lot more.
Boys tell me how much they like
this change. I don't need this validation from you. I also don't want
you to touch my hair or twirl me
around like a little girl.
For me there is no difference in
the Sarah then and the Sarah now.
I am the same; the binary exists in
your head. I want you to blur that
binary. You have not liberated me.
You have not saved me. I want
you to understand that. Do not
pity me. Instead , open your mind.
Push yourself to learn. Read outside ofthe mainstream media, be
critical thinkers. I want to see that
you tried , that you are not apathetic. Don 't fail me, Colby.

The folly of the Feb Frosh program

Let 's talk about Feb Frosh. Ah option for those adventurous and
yes, those notorious students who brave students who desired somearrive in January; however, we call thing other than the traditional
them Feb Frosh because alliterafirst semester at college. Now, FSA
tion is paramount.
is an admission 's driven program,
I was one of those souls meant to boost enrollment numdeemed capable to excel in that
bers. The program is not optional
unique first-year situation. The and draws students off the waiting
First Semester Abroad (FSA)
list and out of normal admissions
program places upwards of 40 pools. The Feb Frosh, when admitincoming students in one of two ted, are issued an ultimatum: go to
language intensive and cultural
Europe or don 't come to Colby at
programs in Dijon, France or all. This second sentence of our
Salamanca , Spain.
admission acceptance letters sets
Since 1985, the FSA program
the tone for how Colby will treat
has been surprising students b y their Feb Frosh for the remainder
forcing them to travel halfway of our freshman year.
across the world to go to their ofMost of my issues with the FSA
ten top choice school. I have a ...—
program stem from the selec^
love-hate relationship with /^
^N. tion process. As I briefl y
my first semester abroad /
JL 9K^ \ mentioned earlier. Colby
experience, leaning to- /
t'
I \ utilizes the Feb Frosh
iKtemanw I 4a^V I to boost enrollment , in
ward the hate.
I work in Donor Rela- Isomers k ^Wjl*i*J essence ,u admit ex
™"
lions for the College and \
to the
school
tra peop
hopele that
they
^ r j^ ^r
through my job, I work \
^^r in a
will
^ ^ a^a^^ come. Howeve r, with each
closel y with the President 's ^^B
Office. It just so happened that
student Colby admits to the
one day when delivering docuFSA program , they are gambling,
ments atop Mt. Eustis. I struck
and often lose. The College seup a conversation with President
lects students they "feel will
Greene and the conversation
excel during the abroad experieventuall y led to my op inions of ence." When talking to other Feb
Colby and my experiences here on
Frosh . I discovered a common
the Hill and in Dijon. When I was trend of what Admissions looks
asked about the future of the FSA for in FSA candidates. The maprogram , I quickly responded that
jority of Feb Frosh admitted out
the program was an eye opening of general admissions pools , and
experience that Colb y should connot from the wait list, discussed
tinue. This question: "Would you stud y abroad in supp lemental eskeep the program around?" got
says, had their language teachers
me reall y thinking about my time
write their recommendations and
discussed their willingness to exas an honorary Frenchman. President Greene. I' m sorry to say that
perience new things. Althoug h
after much thou g ht. I misspoke. I these characteristics may mean
do not believe that the FSA pro
that these candidates may "excel"
gram is suitable for Colby.
while abroad, it does not mean
FSA programs have become the
that those students will be able to
hot new thing for colleges to do. excel coming back to Colb y, a seSchools like Northeastern, Hammester late. The freshman experiilton , Michigan State and many
ence here at Colby is unique , the
others have instituted similar FSA
school does an excellent job easprograms. Colby was one of the
ing first years in throug h things
first schools to imp lement this
like COOT; however , the school
program. It originall y began as a forgets that 40 some odd students
cultural experience that was an
will have to return m January.

These students receive a pathetic
excuse for COOT—Iced COOT—
which is meant to hel p us branch
out. but the majority of people
on our trip have alread y spent
four months together abroad. The
LINK program, designed to hel p
us meet other students , attempts
to reintegrate us , but its feeble attempts consist solely of parties ,
disappointingly with other Feb
Frosh. The second semester club
fair consists of about three clubs
tabling in Pulver , a month after
the FSA students arrive. The college ignores us. wh y are we different than any other student? Wh y
are we labeled as Feb Frosh for
the remainder of our time?
Feb Frosh are left to find their
way around Colby and many of us
do . but often some students strugfle to find that separate niche,
his strugg le results in FSA students having astronomicall y hig h
transfer rates. The average fresh man retention rate at Colby is
about 96 percent, meaning about
4 percent of students who originall y come to Colb y, transfer after
their first year. Of the 33 Class of
2017 Feb Frosh. 12 percent o f t h e
group transferred. That number
is far too hig h for a program that
claims to be life changing and will
be the best memory of your time
at this school.
To speak frankl y, those four first
months were the shiniest thin g I
have ever done here at Colby. It did
change my lite. I met great peop le,
and I saw amazing things, however
I chose Colby for Colby. Not for a
Colb y apartment on Rue Berbisev.
I was mad at Colb y when 1 came
back. They had stolen time away
from me, time that I can never get
back. I almost transferred last year
because of it; something about
the Admission 's office 's arrogance
and cockiness that everyone will
always love Colby no matter their
situation is olf putting. I know I
am not the onl y Feb Frosh who
feels this way. Something needs
to change.

Students explorelocal food in original documentaries
B Y SAM LE BLANC
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Imagine: you spend a day on a
boat . In a cabin or in a field , chatting with a farmer and learning
about their life and livelihood.
You film everything you see,
compile your footage into a doc
umentary film and get to screen
that film at a local cinema. This
is exacth' what students in Visiting Instructor of Cinema Studies
Erin Murph y 's class did for their
culminating project in "Documentary Video Production: An
Editor 's Perspective."
The 15 student projects, collectively called "Maine Food" on
the advertising posters, will be
part a compilation of videos that
students created in Assistant Pro fessor of Global Studies Map le
Razsa 's senior seminar course on
Culture, and the Political Imagination on Maine food production. Murp hy described Razsa 's
students ' website as an "interactive documentary— a website
where the viewer can kind of ex
p lore what stories they 're interested in "
In addition to being part of an
online collection, the students '
videos were screened on Tuesday
Dec. 9 at Railroad Cinema where
they were open to the public.
Palmer Tay lor 17 was excited
to see his documentary about a
beei and pork farmer in Jackson ,
ME on the big screen: "I go to
Railroad all the time, so it [was]
exciting to see something that I
made be up on that screen. Big
niultimillion dollar movie s [p lay
there] and now this movie that 1
made that 's bud get is like 20 dollars [was] on that screen too....
[We can] watch our movies like
they were meant to be watched. "
Tay lor 's project tells the story
of Graham Mallory who owns
Pastures of Plenty with HmiK
Stone. Tay lor explained. "My film

J

focuses mostly on [Mallory 's]
sustainable agriculture practices....The second bi g part of it has
to do with his economic situation
rig ht now. [Mallory] was leasing
land lor a reall y long time, and
he onl y just bought his own land
a few years ago.... [Mallory is]
building a house, he cleared the
land, his wife is pregnant.... It 's
kind of a toug h time. He has a lot
of different things happ ening at
once. He's trying to find a way to
make (the farm] sustainable environmentall y and economicall y."
Taylor said that Mallory and
his wife p lanned to attend the
screening and that "I' m looking forward to see how he and
his wife like it... but I'm kind
of horrified that [they] won 't
like it because that would be my
worst nightmare "
Jackson Hall ' 17 created a documentary on "the Bangs Island
Mussel company, an aquaculture
company in Portland. ME," he explained. "This guy farms mussels
in Casco Bay." Much like Mallory of Pastures of Plenty. Hall
exp lained that Matthew Moretti.
one of the farmers of Bangs Island Mussels, is " introsp ective
about his work and why hes mussel farming. He definitely understands the importance o f t h e bigger picture and the environment
in what he 's doing. "
Hall said that telling Moretti
and the company 's story "seemed
like a reall y cool concept and reall y different ...I got to be on this
barge and film for several hours. "
In addition to the opportunity
to tilm out on the ocean , Hall
said that the class as whole was
an amazing opportunity: "It 's the
first production class that Colb y
has ever offered....[The College
boug ht] $200 ,000 worth of camera equipment just for this class.
It was an awesome opportunity to
be a part o f t h e first, [and] hopefull y the start of Colb y 's blossoming cinema studies [department].

some of the skills necessary to
tell other peop le 's stories. Last
JanPlan. Breen worked for "a
civic media organization called
Video Volunteers. They worked
to emp ower citizens throug h
film....[Video Volunteers] give
them cameras to film issues within their communities....! saw the
power of film and...wanted to
engage with this reall y powerful
tool. If you know how to use a
camera it can be app lied in some
many different ways."
Murphy said that she wanted
her students to create projects on
a single theme because the proj ects are all so closely related: "If
they 're coming from a position
where they know a little bit about

Maine food, they 're better able to
give more informed feedback,"
Murp hy said.
Beyond the classroom benefits
of having students work on the
same project. Murp hy said that
the assignment was meant to get
students in to the community, including Waterville and beyond.
Having seen all ofthe films . Murphy said "there's all these themes
that come together. I didn 't expect
that at all but it makes sense that
that would happen. A lot of it is
the struggle of having a farm, but
some of them are just portraits of
the day in the life. It 's diverse."
The class's videos will be available to view on http://web.colby.
edu/mainefood in January.

fOKAS ' V In defense of Ccabvsgreatest asset
SPECIALS
i A Little BitWilder

WE NOW TAKE
CREDIT AND
DEBIT CARDS!!!

JP Chenet Merlot
Cabernet Reserve (750 mL)
Was $9.99, Now $5.99
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Saranac 12 Beers of Christmas
Now only $14.99+ Tax and Deposit
Saranac Shandy 6-pack .
Now Only $3.99 + Tax and Deposit
Don't forget to bring us your
returnables!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and
import beers in Central Maine.
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particularly the production [side
of cinema].
Leah Breen ' 17 created a documentary about "Ben Rooney who
runs Wild Folk Farm in Benton
outside of Fairfield. He graduated in 2012 and was a bio major
here [at the College!" Breen said .
"1 was reall y drawn to [Rooney 's
story] because one of the goals is
to make the farm an intentional
agrarian community. Ben is focused on going outside , separating yourself from governing
Cowers, living outside the system ,
eing self-sufficient, but wanting
a community."
Beyond
her
interest
in
Rooney 's project , Breen said that
the course has introduced her to

207-873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME
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I think it 's interesting how and we had several people from
all around New Eng land drivpeop le can get used to and forget about
impressive ^*»""
"-*. ing up to see the collection.
things when they spend f
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the best college art
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in the
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counbeen to the mountains , x * *- s^r try. Yet even with all of
^^g t —
let alone gone skiing, and ^^™
this attention and hig h
praise , students still barel y ever
my friend who 1 stayed with
over Thanksgiving in New York
come in.
found it funny how excited I got
Now, I under
about the fact that she lives a stand
that
not
block away from the street where
every body is inthe Macy 's Thanksgivin g day terested in art.
parade occurs. Somehow being
Certainl y as an art
close to something d i m i n i s h e s
history major. 1
one 's perception ol its value. I see a greater overmention this idea because 1 have alt value In the
realized that much of the stumuseum than othdent bod y here at Colby doesn ' t ers , but students
appreciate the importance of our
often dismiss it
museum.
entirel y and undervalue its worth.
1 have been working the front
desk of the museum since my I have heard many
students say that
first day at Colby. Being behind
if we sold a couthat desk, I have been able to observe what kinds of peop le come p le of paintings ,
in, as well as see how students
we would have
engage with the space.
enoug h money to
The most astounding thing I fund other " more
have learned is that students aluseful" things on
most never come in of their own campus. Not onl y
volition, and man) have a warped
is this proposition
misconceptions about what the
entirel y unfeasi
museum is like. Friends are alhie, the idea thai we even have
ways surprised when I tell them
the rig ht to sell the art is probthat almost all of our visitors are lematic, because this art doesn't
not from Colby, and , excludin g
belong to us. it belongs to all
the winter months, the museum
the people in the surroundin g
will get around 150 visitors on a area who see it as a valuable ano
free educational resource. To
regular day. Last year The Boston Globe profiled the new adhave a museum of this caliber
dition of the Lunder pavillion,
right in the middle of an eco-

nomicall y stagnant town such
as Waterville is a rare and wonderful thing. Local families and
elementary school classes come
in all the time , and always make
sure to let us know how incredible and important the museum
is for their kids. Viewing art is
generall y onl y available to those
who can afford it or those who
live in more metropolitan areas ,
so many of these kids probabl y
wouldn 't be able
to go to a museum otherwise. To
sell our art would
mean taking resources away from
our larger community, and that is
a selfish and arrogant idea.
I implore students to come in
every once in a
while, just to see
all the beautiful
and
spectacular
pieces we have. If
you reall y want to
make the most of
it, come in once
every
semester,
after the art has
been rotated. Our
collection is so
massive that onl y
a traction can oe on display al
one time, and you will get to see
new works after every rotation.
For those who trul y don ' t care
for art , that is totally fine—but
understand that our museum is
one of Colb y 's greatest assets in
connecting with ihe community,
and it is not ours to sell.

"To have a
museum of
this caliber
right in the
middle of an
economically
stagnent
town...is a
wondeful
thing."
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patients & their doctors depend on softwa re
that works . Be part of the team that makes it happen .

Augusta ? Bangor ? Portland ? Logan ? South Station

LAST DAY OF SERVICE
Tuesday, December 16, 2014

ADDITIONAL SOUTHBOUND SERVICE Schedule #59,7:30am
Monday December 15, 2014 & Tuesday December 16, 2014
JANUARY PROGRAM
Northbound service resumes Sunday, January 4, 201 5
All other service resumes Monday, Janauary 5, 2015
except for schedule #71 which resumes Friday January 16
ADDITIONAL SOUTHBOUND SERVICE
Schedule #59, 7:30 am ? Friday January 30 , 201 5
Purchase online www.concordcoachlines.com*
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Don't just take a job , do something EpIC
CAREERS.EPIC.COM
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WHY NOT COLBY 7
This bit of logical reasoning was
found in the Tufts Weekly. We
might go just a step, or two, further
and claim that our own Mules are the
nation 's best footballers. Why not?
For didn 't Bowdoin defeat the
"champion" Jumbos? And didn't old
Joe Colby beat Bowdoin? Quod Erat
Demonstratum, Colby had the best
football team in the East this year. '
"A process of reasoning has been
developed by Tufts football enthusiasts which, if the fallacies be over?
looked ,., leads to the conclusion that
Tufts has a better team than Notre
Dante. Hero is another and a less
pretentious argument:
"Yale defeated Princeton and tied
Army and Dartmouth ; Harvard beat
Yale ; Holy Cross trounced Harvard
and was defeated by Brown ; New
Hampshire conquered Brown ; Tufts
defeated New Hampshire. Conclusion , Tufts lias the best team in the
east"

Wonjpti 's hockey building A Weekend in the
up speed going into break Premier League
B Y WILL L E VESQUE
Staff Writer

BY K IERNAN S OMERS
Asst. Sports Editor
Colby hockey has a storied history, however success on the ice
in recent years has eluded strugg ling Mule teams. After a coaching change last year, the Mules are
led by Mallory Michaeles '05 who
had spent ei ght years with the
program prior to taking the helm.
Under Michaeles , the Mules are
tracking in the rig ht direction ,
upsetting Amherst to make the
NESCAC Semifinal and finishing
10-14-2 last year. After a rock y
start in November, the Mules
switched on and won four in a
row to climb to 4-4.
The Mules began their season in
Vermont with a two game series
against perennial NESCAC powerhouse Middlebury. This was the
first time in four years that Colb y
would be without record-holding
netminder Brianne Wheeler ' 14.
and the nerves came throug h.
With three goalies competing for
the starting job, Michaels pinpointed Jessica Thulin ' 18 as the
earl y favorite. The Mules fell 7-1
to the Panthers with the only goal
coming off of a strike in the third
from Nikki Donato '17. The Mules
fell behind earl y, conceding a powerplay goal just 1:31 into the came.
The Panthers were ranked fourth
nationall y and their experience on
the ice showed.
Solid team play led the Panthers
to a 2-0 victory the following dayover the Mules. Colby again dug
themselves a hole earl y on when
a tripping penalty from freshman Sasha Fritts led to another
earl y powerplay goal. The Mules

Tavella '15 led the Mules to their
first victory ofthe season. The victory proved critical to the Mules '
season hel ping Colby gather momentum while simultaneousl y
sending the Beacons into a five
game winless droug ht. Colby returned to Thulin in the net again
and she proved invaluable , making
31 stops, 15 of which were in the
third period.
Colby then returned to Waterville for a weekend home series
that featured wins over St. Anselm
and Pl ymouth State. Versus St. Anselm, a late goal from Kailey Buxbaum ' 17 lifted the Mules over the
visiting Hawks. The game also solidified Thuliun 's role as the starting netminder for the Mules as she
recorded a career-hig h 38 saves, 17
of which were in the final ten minutes of the game. Colby also had a
goal from Fritts who , despite her
status as a rookie , has evolved into
an enforcer for the Mules, leading
the team with 8 penalties. Against
the Pl ymouth State Panthers , the
Mules broug ht all their pieces together to win in dominant fashion,
9-1. Colby came out guns blazing,
scoring their first five goals in the
opening ten minutes. Colby had
two multi-goal performances, one
from Breanna Davis '16 and another from Katie McLaug hlin ' 17.
The Mules hold a lot of momentum entering the holiday break
and will not play again until the
new year when they match up
against the University of New England. Colby will then look to add
to their momentum and expand
upon their four game win streak as
they enter the bulk of their NESCAC schedule.

recovered and were able keep the
Panthers close after an impressive
25-save performance from Thulin
in her colleg iate debut.
Colby next played the traditional home-and-home series against
Bowdoin, dropping both games by
scores of 6-1 and 1-0 respectively.
At home, the Mules hung with
the Polar Bears until the third period. In the final frame, Bowdoin
opened the flood gates, scoring
four unanswered goals in the final
15 minutes of the match. Delaney
Flynn ' 17 netted her second ofthe
season on a powerp lay for Colby 's
lone goal.
In the midst of a goalie controversy, the Mules travelled down to
Brunswick for the second half of
the series. The Mules came back
empty-handed , but had an incredible performance from junior net
minder Angelica Crites. In a battle
of goaltenders in which both had
over 30 saves, Crites stood on her
head , stopping 38 shots. The Polar Bears captured the win after a
powerplay goal halfway through
the final frame.
Desperate for a win , the Mules
battled back to capture a comefrom-behind
victory
against
the Huskies of the University of
Southern Maine. Colby scored the
last three goals, blanking the Huskies in the final 30 minutes o f t h e
game to win 3-2. Colby had a notable performance from freshman
Bella Papapetros, who earned her
first two collegiate points with a
goal and an assist.
Colby then battled it - out in
Boston against the 14th ranked
UMass-Boston Beacons. A powerplay goal from co-captain Jackie

It was not tone ago that the "Big
Four" dominated English football
Manchester United, Chelsea, Arsenal,
and Liverpool, four dubs that practically monopoJizedthe top of the Premier League table. However, in the
last few seasons their dominance been
shown to be vulnerable, a fact reaffirmed by the resultsof this weekend.
Saturday's matches began with an
early upset, as seventh place Newcastle ended first place Chelsea's unbeaten run of 23 games in dramatic
fashion. After a first half that included
close misses by both sides, Newcastle
striker Pappe Cisse tapped in the ball
after Chelsea defender Cahill failed to
intercept a cross in the 57th minute.
With the score X-0 in favor of Newcastle, Cisse would strike again in
the 78th minute to make it 2-0. The
match was far from over, however, as
Newcastle defender Steven Taylor was
shown a second yellow for a bad foul
and dismissed with 10 minutes left in
regular time. Chelsea capitalized on
their numerical advantage, setting up
Didier Drogba to score in the 82nd
minute. Chelsea's efforts would not
prove enough, as the match ended 2-0
in Newcastle's favor, Chelsea's first lost
ofthe season.
Saturday continued on as Hull
laved out a largely dull 0-0 draw at
Some against West Brom, a result that
broke West Brom's four-game losing
streak The majority of the excitement
took place early in the game, with Hull
keeper Allan McGregor saving a ninthminute penalty.From that point on, neither side was able to break the deadlock.
Liverpool p layed out a similar result
at home with Sunderland: neither side
found the goal before time expired. De3lite late protests by Liverpool for a penty as a result of an alleged foul on Raheem Sterling, the referee was unmoved
and the match ended without a goal.
In a bottom ofthe table showdown.
QPR beat Burnley 2-0 at home. With
both sides sitting in the relegation
zone, the match was a must-win, but
only QPR were able to produce a result. Guided by second half goals from
Leroy Fer and Charlie Austin, QPR
were able to hold on for the win, despite a late red card for Austin. The
result leaves QPR sitting just above the
relegation zone in 17th place, whereas
Burnley's first defeat in five games puts
them in 19th place.
Saturday featured yet another upset
for a member of the old "big four,' as
Stoke overcame Arsenal 3-2 in a thrilling affair. Only 19 seconds after kickon. Stoke striker Peter Crouch aimed a
right-footed shot low into the Arsenal
net, making it 1-0. With two more firsthalf goals from Stoke midfielders Bojan
and Walters, Arsenal found themselves

in a lialftime crisis. Despite showing
a distinct lack of an attacking edge in
the first half, the Gunners found their
form in the 70th minute, with two goals
in four minutes.Santi Cazorla scored
a penalty just before Aaron Ramsey
fired in to make it 3-2. Arsenals possible comeback was soon stifled by the
dismissal of defenderCahimChambers
in the 78th minute, damaging Arsenals
resurgent attackand ensuringthematch
ended at 3-2 in Stokes favor.
Unfortunately, Saturday's next
match could not live up to the morning's excitement, as Tottenham and
Crystal Palace played out another 0-0
draw at White Hart Lane. The score
line did not reflect Palace's form, however, as the away side hit the bar and
displayed a vast improvement over
their style in the previous weeks.
Saturday's final match occurred at
the Etihad Stadium in Manchester,
with City overcoming Everton in a
heated 1-0 encounter marked with
controversial refereeing decisions.
Man City found the net with a questionable penalty in the 24th minute
to net the only goal of the game. The
controversy continued, as City escaped
with only yellow cards for two blatant
high-footed challenges before escaping with a no-call for what should have
been a penalty. Despite City 's luck, the
victory came at a cost, as striker and
lead scorer Sergio Aguero came off in
the seventh minute with a knee injur)'.
Sundays matches began with a 3-1
West Ham win over Swansea, continuing their fine form that has rightfully
earned them third place in the table.
Despite an early goal from Swansea
striker Wilfried Bony, the Hammers
found the net late in the first half, putting the match at 1-1 heading into the
break. The second half was even more
exciting, as West Hams Andy Carroll
and Diafra Sakho both scored, with
Swansea keeper Lukasz Fabiariski being shown a controversial straight red
for a what seemed to be incidental contact with a West Ham player. The result,
however, affirms West Ham's third place
in the table and leaves Swansea in 8th.
The final match of the weekend
would end 2-1 with Aston Villa beating Leicester City for their second
home win ofthe season. In addition to
first half goals from both sides, and a
decisive second half strike from Villa's
Alan Hutton, the match featured yet
another red card, which seemed to be
the theme of the weekend. After colliding during a challenge, Leicester
midfielder Paul Konchesky squared up
with Hutton, an action that would earn
him a dismissal. The winning result for
Villa moved them to 11th in the table.
With the weekends matches over, all
eyes now look to Monday's encounter
between 5th place Manchester United
and 4th place Southampton, an affair
that will play key role in deciding this
year's Champions League places.
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Women's Basketball vs. Alma
Sat., Dec. 28

12 pm

Waterville, ME

Men's Basketball at Babson
Wed., Dec. 31

1pm

Wellesley. MA

Men's Hockey at Norwich
Fri., Jan. 2

7 pm

Northfield, VT

